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2 of 2 review helpful An Utterly Absorbing Christian Romance By FRAN This utterly absorbing Christian romance 
deals with a second chance for a troubled couple being tested in a difficult situation There are unpredictable twists and 
turns throughout that will easily hold your interest Like the other three books in Mary s second chance series it is a 
compelling story that is engrossing to read Sadly their marriage was be Autumn Bevere wants to believe in happily 
ever after But when Gar goes through a mid life crisis at the same time she s dealing with the disappointment of 
infertility their marriage falters to the breaking point Overcome with grief and needing a distraction she submerges 
herself in learning how to make killer fudge and in directing a high school play A friend challenges her to face her 
marital woes as if she were fighting a spiritual battle But will that be enoug About the Author Mary loves stories about 
couples reconciling and the journey that can happen when God touches broken relationships She and Jason have been 
married for forty years and raised four children They know firsthand what it means to get a second chanc 
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